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Introduction: The performance of particulate

filters is effected by material properties and

geometrical design. A model tool for the

virtual design of the filter cell structure,

analysing its effect on pressure loss and soot

deposition would be very welcome. Due to

the regular cell arrangement a unit cell

geometry can be used.

Computational Methods: Comsol 3.5a

flow (gas channel): compress. Navier-Stokes

(porous wall): Darcy

soot saturat. ratio:

soot particle concentr. (Conv.-Diff.-Mode):

exhaust gas:

soot wall depos.:

Filter Sink/Source (porous wall domain only):

Wall soot concentration reaches saturation 

(trigger funct.                                   ),

soot cake (thickness hsoot) growth inlet wall:

filtering out all soot from gas leaving channel. 

Reduction of the channel flow section by soot 

cake considered by moving mesh approach.

Conclusions: The model allows to descri-

be the transient soot loading process of a

Diesel Particulate Filter. It predicts the in-

fluence of material and geometrical design

parameters on pressure and soot load and

could be experinentally validated.
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Figure 2. Analysis results for (left: velocity, right: pressure) of 

an empty filter/ comparison with 1D-model results.

Figure 1. DPF unit cell 
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Figure 4. Exp. and model results for soot loading process

Figure 3. Model results for wall soot saturation ratio and soot 

cake thickness at different times.

Results:


